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ABOUT VISIONIFIC

We, at Visionific identify ourselves as an event management firm
that renders its services to educational and career-oriented events.
We provide a dais for myriad events, including but not limited to
educational webinars, debate-specific conferences, skill-based
internships, and talent-based competitions. We aim to provide a
platform for the holistic development of students before entering
the professional world.
All in all, The Visionific Organisation is a community of next-
generation thinkers where visionary minds get a chance to explore
their dreams, discover their passion and express themselves in a
manner unique to them.

MISSION STATEMENT

We seek to create an educational platform for people of all shades
and backgrounds in order to enhance their skill sets. We vouch to
provide a dais for all and sundry to manifest their dormant talents.
Providing familiarity with and hands-on experience in the vast
arena is our Raison d’etre. We ‘visionify’ to reach every student
aspiring growth and aid them in bringing their ambition to reality.

Story of the Organisation
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Performance-based stipend 
Experience of working in a start-up environment
Certificate and Letter of Recommendation
Performance-based gift hampers and goodies
Chance to become a permanent member of The Visionific
Organisation
Flexible working hours and friendly environment

Duration of internship: 2 months
Registrations will close on 7 September 2021
Interviews will be conducted from 8 to 10 September 2021
Results of selection process will be declared on 11 September
2021
Internship dates: 13 September to 13 November 2021

WHY L.E.A.D.?

L.E.A.D Internship is true to its name thereby promising Leadership
Opportunities, Education and skill development, Awareness about
the trends and work environment of Start-ups and Development of
Overall Personality. One will get a chance to work closely with the
core team and have tremendous decision making power. The
motto we will hold throughout will be "We grow together, we go
down together!" And last but not the least, at the end few hard-
working ones will get a chance to become permanent members of
Visionific's core team!

PERKS

FEW IMPORTANT DETAILS
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Drafting marketing strategies for services offered
Conducting market research
Producing marketing and promotional material for social
media engagement
Conduct marketing, advertising, and promotional campaigns
Create awareness about Visionific and its various endeavors
Identify competitors and decode their strategies
Curate ideas for brand development
Perform quotidian marketing tasks

Good communication skills
Proficiency in English
Persuasive power
Dedication towards the organization
Time management ability
Familiarity with various social media platforms and research
techniques
General creativity in the field of marketing and problem-solving
ability

JOB PROFILE: MARKETING

Age Group: 16-21 years

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

REQUIREMENTS AND SKILLS
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Planning, developing and implementing PR strategies
Planning publicity strategies and campaigns
Contacting firms for collaborations with the organization
Contacting and pitching various schools for various schools
regarding the services offered
Contacting potential resource persons and discussing the
terms of business
Quotidian outreach tasks
Drafting promotional brochures and presentations

Good communication skills, both oral and written
Proficiency in English
Good interpersonal skills
Persuasive power
Dedication towards the organization
Time management ability
Familiarity with various social media platforms
General creativity in the field of PR and outreach and problem-
solving ability
Ability to work under pressure
Ability to work in a team as well as individually

JOB PROFILE: PUBLIC RELATIONS
AND OUTREACH

Age Group: 16-21 years

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

REQUIREMENTS AND SKILLS
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Creating and designing engaging digital content
Recording emerging social media trends for posting
Creating some basic templates for purposes other than social
media posts for misc. purposes
The primary objective for this role is to create appealing
content which will derive more engagement among people and
create brand awareness across all online and offline methods
Daily and basic updates on the website

Basic knowledge of graphic design fundamentals like shape,
space, images, color theory, typography, and layouts
Basic knowledge of Canva and Adobe suite, Google Business
Tools
Excellent creativity with a marketing twist, knowledge of
memes, and witty puns
Dedication towards the organization
Ability to work with tight deadlines
Basic knowledge of video editing, Wix website designer would
be a great plus point

JOB PROFILE: GRAPHIC DESIGN
AND IT

Age Group: 16-21 years

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

REQUIREMENTS AND SKILLS
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Generate leads for initiatives
Reach out to potential clients via email/phone
Maintain and improve on leads 
Learn and apply sales techniques
Develop client relationships by making cold calls
Maintain sales records
Go on the field and establish relationships with potential clients

Good communication skills, both oral and written
Proficiency in English
Good interpersonal skills
Persuasive power
Dedication towards the organization
Time management ability
Familiarity with various social media platforms
Ability to work under pressure
Ability to work in a team as well as individually

JOB PROFILE: BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
AND SALES 

Age Group: 16-21 years

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

REQUIREMENTS AND SKILLS
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Writing blog posts twice a week
Ideating and curating the monthly newsletter, i.e. the Insight
along with the team
Writing content for various social media platforms including
but not limited to Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, etc.

Proficiency in English
Grammatical accuracy and knowledge of various branches of
content writing
Out of the box creativity and the ability to think on the feet
The ability to work with tight deadlines
Knowledge of memes and puns
Dedication towards the organization
Knowledge about the current happenings

JOB PROFILE: CONTENT WRITING

Age Group: 16-21 years

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

REQUIREMENTS AND SKILLS
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In case of any queries, please feel free to reach out to us at:
hr@thevisionific.com
or +91 87997-88306. 

mailto:hr@thevisionific.com

